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By Joseph Feigon for the Observer
For those readers who’ve been following my column this past year, today’s topic is
GNU.

What is GNU?
GNU is an operating system that is free software — that is, it respects users' freedom.
The development of GNU made it possible to use a computer without software that
would trample your freedom.

What is the Free Software Movement?
The free software movement campaigns to win for the users of computing the freedom
that comes from free software. Free software puts its users in control of their own
computing. Non-free software puts its users under the power of the software's
developer.

What is Free Software?
Free software means the users have the freedom to run, copy, distribute, study,
change and improve the software.
Free software is a matter of liberty, not price. To understand the concept, you should
think of “free” as in “free speech”, not as in “free beer”.
More precisely, free software means users of a program have the four essential
freedoms:
▪

The freedom to run the program as you wish, for any purpose (freedom 0).

▪

The freedom to study how the program works, and adapt it to your needs (freedom 1).
Access to the source code is a precondition for this.

▪

The freedom to redistribute copies so you can help your neighbor (freedom 2).

▪

The freedom to improve the program, and release your improvements to the public, so
that the whole community benefits (freedom 3). Access to the source code is a
precondition for this.

Developments in technology and network use have made these freedoms even more
important now than they were in 1983.
Nowadays the free software movement goes far beyond developing the GNU system.

More about GNU
GNU is a Unix-like operating system. That means it is a collection of many programs:
applications, libraries, developer tools, even games. The development of GNU, started
in January 1984, is known as the GNU Project. Many of the programs in GNU are
released under the auspices of the GNU Project; those we call GNU packages.
The name “GNU” is a recursive acronym for “GNU's Not Unix.” “GNU” is
pronounced g'noo, as one syllable, like saying “grew” but replacing the r with n.
The program in a Unix-like system that allocates machine resources and talks to the
hardware is called the “kernel”. GNU is typically used with a kernel called Linux. This
combination is the GNU/Linux operating system. GNU/Linux is used by millions,
though many call it “Linux” by mistake.
Why you may want to use GNU/Linux as your Operating System of choice: control.
You may recall my stating that “nothing is secret on the Internet”. This isn’t a complete
truth. You can, with the right tools, control who can see what you’re doing on the
Internet. Unlike Windows 7, 8, 10, or Apples’ Mac OS, or Google’s Android, GNU/Linux
is, by design, inherently secure. Microsoft, Apple and Google make money from
advertising. Advertisers spend millions on your web surfing activity. Turn off tracking
cookies, post nothing on social media, use a secure-shell daemon for sending/receiving
email, and keep your GNU/Linux system patched. With a bit of awareness, the power of
the Internet can be at your fingertips. No Corporate marketing department will track your
activity. Your Internet Service Provider, if you set yourself up properly, will have no way
to monitor the CONTENT of your Internet activity. Your computer will be safe from the
malware and viruses that attack Windows PC’s, and your wallet will be much fatter by
your keeping dollars that might have been given to Apple.

Control those things you can control.

